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Is 2 Meters Hazardous

to Your Health?
How to calculate safety.

by Paul Danzer N111

Are We OK?

I don't know about you but my rubber duck
ie is a lot closer than four or fi ve inches from
my head, so we had bener take a little closer
look.

lbe value calculated for three inches and the
perfect rubber duckie is 8.&4 mW per square
inch. A real rubber duckie is nor perfect, and
we all know that some of them are closer to a
dummy load than an antenna. But some are nor
bad, and a good guess is that instead of being
perfect we can claim that the duckie will pro
duce a field strength that is about 2 dB lower
than perfect.

A value of 2 dB reduces the field strength by
a factor of 1.6. so at three inches we can con
sider the power density to be reduced to about
5.5 mW/square inch. Since this is lower than
the ANSI specification value of 6.5 mW per
square inch, we are probably OK.

Three inches is a good guess. Looking at a

tered on jhe rubberduck. (See Figure 1.)
Anned wi th the formu la fo r the area of a

cylinder-Area = 2 x pi x radius x height (six
inches)-we can take the total power of I watt
and divide it by this area to gel me power den
sity at various distances from the duckie.

The curve in Figure 2 does this for us. At
three inches we are up 319 mW per square
inch. and we don', get below the 6.5 mW per
square inch level until fou r or fi ve inches away
from the duckie.
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Figure 2. Power density vs. distance from the duckie QllteWI(J (J -watt
transmitter).

How Strong is the Field of a Rubber Duckie?

Let's take a six-inch-long rubber duckie as
our antenna. We know that we are interested in
distances close to the antenna- in the "near
fi eld"-and we also know the duckie will radi
ate in all directions pretty equally. No power

comes off the ends of
the antenna; instead,
the power coming out
looks like a cylinder,
six inches high, cen-

What Do the Specifications Say?

Before starting, we have to look at the speci
fications and see what they say. When do we
know we have a problem ? For 2 meters, the
144· 148 MHz band, the warning bell rings at
an average power density of I milliwatt (mW)
per square cen timeter. This is the same as
about 6.5 mW per square inch.

This number is calc ulated by taking the
power out of an antenna and div iding it by the
area irradiated by the antenna. If you have 10
walls coming out of an antenna, and somehow
all of the power hit an area of one square inch,
the average powerdensity would be:

10 watts '" 10 watts
1 square inch per square inch

of not very well controlled things: the efficien
cy of the rubber duck. the effective ground
plane of the body of the handie and the con
ductivity of our arms, among other fac tors.

Figure I . The near fietdf or a rubber duckie Qllfelllla.
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One day th is could be the label on your new
handie-talk ie. Far-fetched idea? Well.

maybe nOI. According 10 the latest radiation
safety standard expected 10 be issued by the
American National S tandards Inst itute , we
could have a problem.

A Few Definitions

The American National Standards Institute
(ANSI) is a group devoted to establishing stan
dards for both industry and government. It uses
working groups of engineers, technicians, and
university professors to determ ine what should
and should not be included in these standards.

Let 's begin with the conclusion. According
10 the ANSI specifications, ....e are OK. II says
that unless the antenna is placed and kept next
to your skin, transmitters of 7 walls or less (at
146 MHz-2 meters) are exempt. So technical
ly our handie-talkies and hule rubber duckies
don't pose any problem.

But just in case-since 7 watts is not in
scribed in stone as the eleventh command
ment-suppose that one provision did not exist.
If we calculate the fi eld st rength to which we
arc exposed, just how bad is it?

The power radiated from a test case of a
handle with a rubber duckie depends on a host
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MHz. Therefore, for operation on 450 MHz
the allowable limit would be 450/300 or 1.5
mW per square ern . At 900 MHz, the result is
900/300 = 3 mW per square cm.

The low power or 7-wall exclusion applies
to all transmincrs operating between 100 kHz
and 1.5 GHz. Additionally, there is some loos
ening of the requirements for partial body
exposure. However. these "easier" numbers
are not applicable when the pan of the body
includes the eyes or testes. Ii
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* 50 to 1000 MHZ
* Stuck Microphones
* Cable TV Leaks
* Jammed Repeaters
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N.ew Technology (patented) converts any VHF or UHFFM receiver into a sensitive Doppler shift radio
directIon nnoer. Simply plug into receiver's antenna and external speaker jacks. Models available
With computer Interface. synthesized speech, fixed site or mobile - 50 MHz to 1 GHz. Call or write
for details.

p DOPPLER SYSTEMS. INC.

1990), contact: The Institute of Electrical and
Electronic Engineers. 345 East 47th Street,
New York NY 10017. Ask for the latest revi
sion avai lable.

Footnote for other VHF/UHF/microwave
bands: The specifications provide a limit of I
milliwatt per square cm for the frequency
range of 100 to 300 MHz. For 3{)(X) MHz on
up the limit is 10 mW per square em. In be
tween. from 300 MHz to 3000 MHz. the limit
is given by the formula mOO where f is in

INTERFERENCE LOCATION

Figure J. Typical operating positions p" t the antenna about 2 inches from the head at the
bast' and about 5 inches away at the end.

real case (as shown in Figure 3). the handie is
usually at an angle and seems to vary from
perhaps two inches from the users head at the
bottom to five inches away at the top. You can
take your own guess and change the numbers
accordingly.

Long-Winded Operators

The ANSI specifications have another pro
vision which we should consider. It says that
the power is averaged for each six-minute peri
od. In our real case you can take the time that
the transmitter is on, divide it by the lime it is
off (with six minutes maximum for the total
on/off period), and use this factor to reduce the
average of the field strength. Why a six-minute
period? It is probably related to heating effec ts
in meat (your head and my head), but in any
case we have a practical solution.

Suppose three of us are on the repeater, with
a long time-out selling. If each of us tal l; for
two minutes, the on time is then two minutes
out of six, or 33%. Therefore, we can take the
5.5 mW per square inch calculated before, take
33% of it, and come out wi th a nice safe 1.8
mW per square inch.

IIigher Power Handle-Talkies

Up unti l now we were basing our numbers
on a I-watt handie-talkie. Suppose you are us
ing a 5-wan unit. This would produce 5 x 1.8.
or 9.2 mW per square inch-over the limit!

Or suppose we are using one of those new
battery packs that provide 12 volts and maxi
mum power-8 walls or more . Now we do
have a real problem.

All of this was based on general calcula
tions. Untortunately, our use of handie-talkies
is such that we seem to keep them close to a
very vulnerable organ-our eyes-and this is
probably one of the worst positions in which to
put a radiating source.

Conclusion

After all of this, what can we say? Sorry, but
in this increasingly complex world there is no
single, simple answer. As you have seen. mak
ing a few approximations by using arithmetic
comes out with some numbers which strongly
suggest that a few precautions are in order:

-Keep the antenna away from yoo.
-Use lhe lowest power possible.
-Keep the duty cycle low-e-talk lillie, listen
a Joe, or at least don' I be long-winded.

Is the handie safe? So far as we can tell, it
can be used within the ANS I limits. As with
almost anything in this world that you enjoy,
you can take it too far, abuse it. and get into
problem s. But for now I am going to keep us
ing my rubber duckie on my daily dog walks
and CUlling it back 10 the low power position
whenever possible.

Credits and Apologies

The peop le who put together the ANSI
specificat ions had a very diffi cult task. and we
can only be grateful for their efforts. To get a
copy of the specifications ("American National
Safety Levels with Respect to Human Expo
sure [ 0 Radio Frequency Elect romagnetic
Fie lds, 3 kHz 10 300 GHz ," ANSI C95.1-




